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Welcome to Sixth Form

This booklet has been produced to provide as much information as possible to parents and carers of students
in Caerleon Sixth Form.  We believe that a healthy and collaborative relationship between home and school is
crucial to the success of all our students. The following staff are members of the sixth form team and are here
to support students.

Mr P Meredith - Associate Assistant Head in Charge of Sixth Form
Miss V Clement - Director of Sixth Form Studies
Mr R Hunter - Head of Year 13
Madame Moses - Head of Year 12
Ms S Cumner - Sixth Form Support Officer

It is important to note that we operate as a traditional sixth form and we are not a college. We work alongside
the rest of the school to provide a structured and disciplined environment, whilst at the same time ensuring our
Post 16 students are developed to become independent and resilient young adults who are prepared for
university or the world of work.  Please read this booklet carefully.

Communication

Most of the communication you receive from the school will be via direct emails.  Therefore it is crucial that you
have a personal mailbox that is checked regularly. If you need to change your email address please
remember to let us know and also ensure that you check your junk/spam filter as occasionally emails can end
up there.  We also have a very detailed Post 16 section of the school website that can be accessed at the
following address:
https://www.caerleoncomprehensive.net/post16

Contacting the Sixth Form

If you have a general enquiry please can you send it to Post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net. Our admin team
will either reply or forward this on to the relevant member of staff. We will always do our best to get back to you
within 48 hours.

Sixth Form Day

Students are required to be in school promptly for all lessons.  There is no requirement for students to be in
school during study periods.  School starts at 8:45am and finishes at 3:05pm

Period 1: 8:45 - 9:45
Period 2: 9:45 - 10:45
Mentor time: 10:45 - 11:00
Break: 11:00 - 11:20
Period 3: 11:20 - 12:20
Period 4: 12:20 - 13:20
Lunch: 13:20 - 14:05
Period 5: 14:05 - 15:05
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Term Dates

Term dates are set by the Local Authority and are published here.
https://www.newport.gov.uk/en/Schools-Education/Schools/Term-Dates.aspx

Attendance & Punctuality

All students are required to attend all lessons that are published on their timetable.  There are no optional
lessons.  There is no AM registration as lessons start promptly at 8:45.  It is crucial that students are punctual
to lessons.  Students who regularly miss the start of a lesson are putting themselves at a serious disadvantage
as well as disrupting lessons for other students and the teacher.  Punctuality will be closely monitored. We will
contact home if we believe that this is becoming a problem.

Mentor Time

Students in sixth form do not have an official form tutor period.  Instead they will be allocated a mentor who will
oversee their time across the two years in sixth form. Mentors will request to see students every half term
during mentor time 10:45 to 11:00 to discuss a range of issues from wellbeing to progress.  Students can
request to see their mentor at any time by sending them an email.  We encourage students to take advantage
of these opportunities as and when they require them.

Absence

If a student is absent please can you email our admin team on Post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net or call the
sixth form office before midday on 01633 420106 Ext 203.  Please do not send absence notifications to heads
of year.  If a student's absence is a cause for concern and drops below 95% parents can expect a member of
the team to contact home.

Leave of absence requests

If a student requires a leave of absence for a valid reason, such as a university open day or a driving test, then
parents need to send a request to Post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net at least 1 week in advance of the
request.  This request will then be authorised or declined to the student via email.  It is the students
responsibility to inform the subject teachers of the lessons they are missing and to request work in order to
catch up.

Please note that in year 12 teaching continues in the summer straight after the end of year exams. In year 13
teaching ends after the final exams.

EMA - Education Maintenance Allowance

This program is overseen by Ms Cumner, our support officer.  If you wish to apply for EMA please contact her
on Post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net with the subject EMA. To find out more you can visit
https://www.studentfinancewales.co.uk/fe/ema.aspx
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Uniform

We are a traditional sixth form and not a college. We believe that our most senior students must set an
example to the rest of the school community.  School uniform will be checked regularly and parents of
persistent offenders will be contacted.  The excuse that uniform is a trivial matter and is not important
compared with academic progress will not stand.  Parents and students are made fully aware of our uniform
policy prior to enrolling in the sixth form. Full details of our uniform standards are available here and on our
website.

Smoking / Vaping

Smoking and vaping is not permitted on the school premises or in the locality of the site, for example in the
Caerleon AFC football stand.  Students who are found to be breaking this rule will be given a warning - if they
persist they will be subject to our internal disciplinary procedures.
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Student Cars

Student cars are not permitted on the school site under any circumstances.  Students who drive to school
should park in the car park on Cold Bath Road.  Students must drive with due care and consideration on Cold
Bath Road.  We work closely with the local police to ensure that this is the case.

Changing Subject Choices

Students are permitted to change their subject choices at any point during the option process.  However when
they are issued with a timetable at the start of year 12 they have 4 weeks to make option changes.  There is a
request for an option change form available from the Head of Year that can be used at this time.  After the 4
week period students cannot change options.

Study Skills

The leap from GCSE to A-Level is significant.  Students need to adapt quickly to new methods of learning and
improved working practices.  Students will have significant non contact time on their timetables.  At least ⅔ of
this MUST be used for independent study.  Students need to develop organisational skills and use planners
effectively to meet deadlines and organise their study time.  Parents can assist students by helping them to
effectively monitor their home study time.  Please remember that in sixth form students are expected to
complete work beyond that set by the teacher.  This is where they transition from a reactive learner to a
proactive learner. They should for example:

● Review lessons they have had recently and work on weaknesses
● Undertake extra reading and research
● Rework notes from lessons and build ongoing revision resources such as flashcards
● Continually practise exam questions

Students will be taught how to become a proactive learner through online tutorials and webinars that will be
scheduled in their timetabled enrichment lessons. The programme we follow is the VESPA model which is
used across the UK and has proven to help students maximize their potential. More details on the VESPA
programme can be found here https://www.caerleoncomprehensive.net/vespa
There is also an A-Level Mindset classroom that students should join using code bdupqz2

It is helpful if parents can reiterate the importance of developing these skills alongside subject knowledge as
students are often reluctant to take the time to develop this crucial area.

Independent Study Time

To be successful requires hard work, graft and perseverance. The harder a student works the better the
outcomes.  However students are often unaware of the amount of work they should be completing in order to
be successful.  Sixth form students are expected to do far more independent study and to learn how to decide
what they need to do rather than just do the minimum set by the teachers.  This is not only crucial to be a
success in their A-Levels but is also necessary preparation for the next stage in your child's life such as
university, apprenticeships or the world of work. If your child says to you whilst studying A-Levels they have no
work to do then it is necessary to remind them of the extra work they should be doing in order to be successful.
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The practice element of the VESPA programme has lots of ideas for students to develop themselves as
independent learners.  These are available on Google Classroom using the code bdupqz2. There are also
some sample lessons on https://www.caerleoncomprehensive.net/vespa

This short activity highlights to students the amount of work they should be doing.
https://youtu.be/A4dezbUNxHc

If you feel worried that your child is doing too much work or too little work please contact us with your concerns
and we can put interventions in place to help them.

Part-Time Work

Many students will gain part time employment at weekends whilst in the sixth form. Research shows that
students who are employed during their sixth form years do worse academically than those who are not. The
sixth form recognises that many students need the extra funds and that valuable social skills are gained from
paid employment. Students, however, are advised not to do too many hours, particularly during weekday
evenings. At key times leading up to and during examinations it is far better that students are not employed at
all.

Curriculum

The rules and restrictions on volume of study have been introduced based on years of experience and data
from past students.  Students in Caerleon will be offered one of these pathways:

● Study 3 A-levels plus WBQ - This is the most common route for our students and comprises 29 hours
of lessons across a fortnight.

● Study 2 A-levels plus WBQ - This is the next common route for our students and consists of 21 hours
of lessons across the fortnight.  Students who take this route are studying the minimum required to be
classed as in full-time education.  Students cannot study less than this programme of study.

● Study 4 A-Levels plus WBQ - This level of contact is rare and is only available to students who have
7A* grades or better at GCSE.  Even then, we often do not recommend this level of study.

● Students cannot opt out of WBQ during the 2 years. During enrolment into sixth form students and
parents were made aware that this is a compulsory element of Caerleon Sixth Form and agreed to this
when signing the learning contract.

Year 13 Entry Requirements

In order to be eligible to be accepted into year 13 students must have at least an E grade at AS level. If a
student has a U grade in a subject they do not qualify for a place on the course in year 13.  If a student does
not have at least 2 E grades in 2 A-levels they will not be able to return to sixth form.  In this case alternative
provision and support will be provided for each student.

Case Study A: John is studying biology, chemistry, maths and WBQ.  John has the following results at AS.
biology D,  chemistry C, maths U.  WBQ is a 2 year course and does not have an AS grade.  John will be able
to return to year 13 and study biology, chemistry and WBQ.  He will not be able to continue with maths. John
can return as he has 3 viable subjects to study in year 13 - biology, chemistry and WBQ.
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Case Study B: Isla is studying history, geography and WBQ.  Isla has the following results history D,
geography U.  Isla can no longer continue to study geography due to the U grade.  This means she now only
has history and WBQ.  This is not a full-time programme of study so Isla will not be able to enrol into year 13
as she does not meet the entry requirements.  Support will be given to Isla to find more suitable provision for
her.

Sixth Form Learning Contract

After GCSE results students who are eligible will be sent an enrolment form.  At this point students
and parents are asked to read and sign the learning agreement using a digital signature.  If you are
unhappy with certain elements then please contact the school for further clarification.

The student learning contract is intended to give students a clear understanding of what they can expect from
Caerleon School Sixth Form and what will be  expected of them in return.  This contract lays out our
expectations of you as a student in Caerleon Sixth Form. Please read and consider it carefully before signing.
As a member of the sixth form, you are expected to fully uphold each of the responsibilities shown and to
accept that sanctions will be imposed if you are not meeting these guidelines.  You also understand that the
teaching staff will reference this contract if you are not meeting these guidelines.

Failure to meet our expectations outlined, could lead to a review and ultimately a retraction of your
place in Caerleon Sixth Form

Academic Commitment

● I will commit myself to the study of a minimum of two academic subjects and the Welsh Baccalaureate
qualification.

● I agree to complete all work to the required standard by the set deadlines.
● I will work with determination to fulfil my potential.
● I understand that I need to take responsibility for my own learning both within and beyond the

classroom.
● I understand that A-Levels are significantly more difficult than GCSE and will require much more effort

and independent study to be successful.
● I commit to use private study time effectively within school and complete at least 2 hours of

independent study each week within free periods.
● I will complete at least 3 hours of independent study per subject each week.
● I understand that to be successful I must be organised and prepared for lessons.
● I understand that I need to attend all enrichment sessions that are there to support my  learning and

my wider knowledge.
● I accept that if these academic standards are not met then sanctions and interventions will be

implemented.

Enrolment to Year 12

● I understand that I will be only able to study 4 A level subjects plus WBQ if I have obtained 7A* grades
at GCSE.

● I understand that I will not be able to study certain subjects if I do not meet the individual entry
requirements for each subject.  (These can be viewed on the Post 16 section of the website).

Deadlines

● I recognise that deadlines are set by teachers and it is crucial that these are met.
● I understand that teachers have many classes and deadlines are often set by staff to organise their

workload. I accept that if work is submitted late that the teacher may not mark that work or could delay
marking that work.
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● I recognise that work handed in late may not be returned for improvements.
● If I know that I am unlikely to meet a deadline for a valid reason, I will contact the member of staff prior

to the deadline by email to apologise and explain the situation.

Committing to acting on feedback

● When a major piece of work is marked the teacher will often give feedback and ask for corrections to
be done.  This learning strategy has been proven to enhance students’ progress.  I recognise this and
commit to always acting on feedback, doing corrections and making improvements.

Welsh Baccalaureate

● I recognise, accept and understand that Caerleon School has fully committed to the Welsh Government
and Newport Schools full adoption of the Welsh Baccalaureate Qualification.

● I fully understand that I have chosen to enrol into Caerleon Sixth Form and this means I cannot opt out
of studying this qualification at any point during the 2 years.  I accept that it is a requirement of my
enrollment that I study the WBQ to its conclusion, and that it is the policy of the school, LEA and Welsh
Government that ALL students attempt to complete the course.

Behaviour and Conduct

● I recognise that I am a role model as a senior member of the school community and I will model the
highest standards of behaviour at all times.

● I will respect the authority of my teachers and other staff, communicating in a polite and appropriate
manner. This includes electronic communication such as email as well as verbal communication.

● I will demonstrate excellence in the way I take the responsibility of an independent learner so others
will follow my example.

● I will take responsibility to challenge the poor behaviour of others e.g. by leading on the buses.
● I will adhere to all aspects of the sixth form Behaviour for Learning Policy, alongside the whole school

policy and accept sanctions that will be imposed if these high standards are not met.
● I accept that the sixth form referral system will be used to sanction and improve poor behaviour.

Attendance

● I will aim to achieve 100% attendance.
● I will arrive by 8:45 am and will be in the appropriate place when my lessons start.
● I will achieve 100% punctuality to all lessons and activities.
● I will provide parental authorisation for all absences and accept that if my lesson attendance falls below

85% I may not be entered for external examinations.
● I understand that even if I have one lesson scheduled in a day that I must come into school for that

lesson and that I cannot use that as an excuse for non-attendance.
● I will not book activities that could be followed in out of school time e.g. driving lessons

Staff absence

● I understand that occasionally staff might be absent from a lesson for a number of reasons and that it is
my responsibility to work independently  in that time and to do so with maturity when this happens.

● I understand that in sixth form cover teachers are not available to supervise lessons as I am now
mature enough to organise myself to complete work.

● I recognise that if it is a planned absence e.g. my teacher is on a course or school trip, that I will have
work provided for me  and I will have been instructed by my  teacher where and when to complete this
work.

● I recognise that absences may be unplanned e.g.due to teacher Illness.  Where this is the case I will
always check my subject Google Classroom for work. If none has been left I understand that I should
use that time productively.
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● I understand that the school will try and inform us via Google Classroom if a teacher is absent but
accept that this may not always be possible and that sometimes I will have traveled to school but my
lessons are not running.  I will use this time in school productively or return home to use that time.

Uniform

● I recognise that I have personally decided to join a sixth form that insists on full uniform being worn and
that I commit to wearing full uniform at all times.

● I will follow all of the requirements of the sixthfForm dress code (please see separate dress code in
BFL policy and on the website) and understand that I am a role model for younger peers.

● If I am dressed inappropriately, I understand that I will be sent home to change and that this will have
an impact on my progress.

● I commit to wearing a blazer and recognise that a cardigan or jumper is not a substitute for my blazer.
If I regularly refuse to wear my blazer to school I understand that I will be told not to attend school until
this is remedied.

● I understand that carrying my blazer in my bag is not an acceptable alternative to wearing it and that if I
continue to avoid wearing my blazer I will be told to not attend school until this is remedied.

School Environment

● I will respect the school buildings and environment and actively work to enhance their quality by caring
for the accommodation provided.

● I will keep all areas clean and tidy, all rubbish to be cleared away and any damages to be reported.
● I understand that CCTV is in place in the common room and around the school and it will be checked if

areas are left full of litter etc.  I am fully aware that cleanliness is more important than ever due to the
Coronavirus and will endeavour to keep the school as clean and tidy as I possibly can.

● I understand that I am not to move the tables in the common room as they are set up for social
distancing and studying in mind and that if they are moved the CCTV will be checked and the culprits
will be sanctioned.

● I agree that if I sit in a chair in the common room I will not restack it so that it will be cleaned and
sanitised at the end of the day.

Personal Responsibility
● I will be sensitive to the needs of others and not just my own.
● I will inform the relevant member of staff if I am currently struggling to keep up with my work.
● I understand and fully support that any acts of bullying, in any form (cyber, verbal etc.) will be dealt with

stringently.
● I will give to the school community in mentoring and initiatives that help improve the lives of others. I

will give beyond the school community in volunteering and community service.  This will link to my
WBQ and will significantly enhance my future applications.

● I will help create an aspirational culture within and beyond the Sixth Form environment.
● I will drive safely when arriving and leaving the school especially in Cold Bath Road.

Digital Responsibility

● I commit to joining ALL Google Classrooms assigned by the sixth form team and subject teachers.
● I commit to checking and using these Google Classrooms regularly during school hours and when

working from home.
● I commit to accessing and checking school emails on a daily basis and responding to emails in a

timely manner.
● I understand that all super-curriculum and external opportunities will be presented to me through the

Unifrog platform and I will check this platform regularly.
● If I have a compatible smartphone I agree to install the Gmail App and have notifications turned on

during working hours. (WiFi is available to all sixth form students throughout the school).
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● When emailing staff I agree to be polite, courteous and professional at all times - including using
appropriate greetings and pleasantries when finishing emails. I understand that professional work
based email is not snapchat or texting.  (See advice here.)

● I agree to speak to my mentor if I am having issues with access to digital devices or Wifi.
● I understand that if I do not regularly check my emails and Google Classroom posts then I am risking

missing out on vital information that could hinder my progress and future career applications.
● I understand that the excuse ‘I did not see the email’ will not be accepted if I miss vital information.
● I understand that it is inappropriate to post derogatory comments or criticisms of the school online and

that I will speak directly to the school if I have an issue or complaint to raise.

Online Pastoral & Enrichment Programme

● I accept that the pastoral programme is not an optional part of my studies in the Sixth Form.
● I understand that in the Sixth Form I need support and teaching in areas outside of my academic

lessons e.g. careers, study skills, organisational skills, application support such as UCAS.
● I agree to fully follow the online pastoral programme and complete work set online and to attend online

sessions that are part of my timetable.  Failure to do so will result in sanctions being imposed on me.

Mentor Programme

● I am aware that there will be no formal form tutor periods for sixth form students.  Instead I will be
allocated a mentor who will support me throughout my time in Caerleon.

● I will commit to meeting with my mentor if I have booked an appointment with them.  These will take
place during form time 8:45 to 9:00.  Failure to attend without good cause will be regarded as truancy
and it will go on my record.

● I agree to inform my mentor by school email if I know I cannot attend the scheduled appointment.
There must be a valid reason for me to change my appointment e.g. a medical appointment

Entrance requirements to Year 13

● To progress to year 13, I understand that I must meet the minimum criteria for entry into year 13.
● I am aware and fully understand that the minimum requirement is at least an E grade at AS level in 2

subjects.   This will allow me to continue to study these 2 subjects with Welsh Baccalaureate in year
13. (Note Welsh Baccalaureate is a 2 year course and there is NO AS grade).

● I fully understand that a U grade in any subject at AS will mean that I am not eligible to study that
subject in year 13.

● I understand that special consideration is given before exams and when results are calculated.  I will
always apply for special consideration before my exams and not on results day. I recognise that I
cannot apply special consideration after I have sat my exams.

● I am aware that if I am not eligible to return to year 13 due to my AS results I will be given counselling
and advice to help seek alternative options.

Under this agreement Caerleon School Sixth Form will provide:

● An individual learning pathway document and plan that meets your needs.
● Quality teaching in the curriculum subjects on offer.
● A friendly, caring and supportive environment.
● A mentor and pastoral team who monitors your academic progress and provides guidance.
● Access to the schools wellbeing team including a dedicated Head of Year and the support of a mentor.
● A student development programme suited to your needs including access to impartial careers advice

and guidance.
● The opportunity to take part in leisure and extra-curricular activities.
● A rewards programme to celebrate your success.
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By signing this document I accept and agree to adhere to the terms and conditions of ALL points in this
student learning contract and accept the consequences and sanctions outlined in the BFL policy if I do not
meet these standards.

As a parent I accept the terms and conditions in this contract and will support the decisions of the school when
my child is in breach of this contract. There may be occasions when the school needs to share information
about students, such as name, date of birth, subjects studied etc. with other educational establishments (for
example when booking educational visits).

Student Name:  _______________________________________

Signed:  _____________________________________________ (Student)

Parent Name:  :  _______________________________________

Signed:  _____________________________________________ (Parent/Carer)

Date:  _______________________________________________

Behaviour for Learning (Sixth Form)

(Note: elements are currently under review due to Covid 19)

In the sixth form we aim to create good relationships between staff and students and encourage
positive behaviour and effort at all times. However, there are times when a student’s behaviour, uniform and/or
work fall short of our standards. In these circumstances, the following system will be used in conjunction with
the whole school behaviour for learning policy. We hope this framework will allow for consistency without
losing sight of professional judgement and a student’s individual circumstances.

Behaviour Points
These points can be issued by subject teachers and/or the sixth form pastoral team.  They incorporate sixth
form specific issues (yellow) as well as whole school issues (green). This is not an exhaustive list.

Behaviours Sanctioned
Tariff
Points Explanation

B2 - Moved Seats 1
Due to continued poor behaviour student is moved seats. A
warning (B1) is given before this.

B3 - Relocation to a different class 2 Escalated after a B2 if student persists

B4 - Removal from lesson 3
Students are asked to leave the lesson and study
independently

6th form - Uniform 1st offence 0
First offence will be a warning - one chance only. Further
offences will carry points

6th form - U2 - Persistent uniform
issues 1 Incorrect uniform is worn

6th form Late to lesson (warning)+ 0 This will apply for first offence only and carries 0 points

6th form Persistent lateness* 1 This will apply after a warning has been applied

6th form Truancy - Missed Mentor
Appointment 2

Wherever possible we plan bespoke support for individual
students.  Students who deliberately miss these sessions will
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incur behaviour points.

6th form Not equipped for lessons 1 Students preparation means they are not ready to learn

Defiance 2
Refusal to follow instructions e.g. failure to address uniform
issues or hand over mobile phone

Insolence 2
Rude behaviour towards a member of staff e.g. making
derogatory comments / swearing etc.

Mobile phone use in class 1

Aggressive / Threatening
Behaviour towards staff 3

Verbal Abuse (Pupil) 1 Swearing etc towards a pupil

Verbal Abuse (Adult) 1

6th form Missed  deadline 1
Students who miss important deadlines set by departments
e.g. coursework, past papers, homework tasks

Inadequate work 1
Lack of effort in a lesson, failure to engage during a lesson
etc.

Inappropriate use of IT systems 1
Examples could be accessing inappropriate websites, using a
VPN to circumvent school security, watching Netflix etc.

6th form Breaking common room
ban 2

If a student is found in the common room by a member of staff
or on CCTV whilst they have a common room ban they will
face lunchtime detentions

6th form Missed Detention 2
Missed after school detention 2
In possession of drugs / alcohol 3
In possession of cigarettes /
e-cigarettes 2
Smoking 2
Item confiscated 1 Other than mobile phone
6th form Common room
disrespect 1

Littering in common room, leaving plates / food wrappers etc
on desks, damaging items

6th form ATL 3

2

3 progress checks are conducted each year.  If a student
receives an Attitude to Learning of 3 in a subject they will
receive 2 points.

* Staff discretion and professional judgement will apply in some circumstances.
+ Late warnings will reset after every half term

Important points to remember:
Staff will inform the student when a point is issued, and be clear about what it is for. Mentors will also discuss
this with students. Only one sanction should be issued per misdemeanour.  The School gateway app will
update you if a point is issued.

Referrals
A fair and transparent referral system will be used as set out below.  These outcomes will be enforced for all
students at these various stages.  This is an integral part of the learning agreement that must be signed by
parents and students on entry to Caerleon Sixth form.

Stage Issued for Outcome
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1 5 behaviour points Student seen by mentor and informal warning given. Common room
ban in place for 2 days.

2 10 behaviour points Student seen by HOY. 1 lunchtime detention given, 3 day common room
ban. Parents informed

3 15 behaviour points Meeting with AAHT Sixth Form - formal warning given and parents
informed. 2 lunchtime detentions given, 1 week common room ban

4 5 further points Meeting with AAHT Sixth Form, HOY and parents.  After school
detention, private study time added to timetable and 2 week common
room ban. Additional conditions added to the learning agreement.
Mentored over 4 weeks by mentor. Conditions met - moved back to
stage 3.

5 Conditions of stage
4 not met

Referred to the headteacher for possible fixed term / permanent
exclusion

Important points to remember:
Consequences to sanctions are at the discretion of subject staff and the sixth form pastoral team. The staff
will apply consequences based on the severity of the incident.  Examples that could be used are based on the
whole school BFL policy are:

● Monitoring report - a report that will have pre agreed targets for each lesson and sessions.  These must
be signed by staff in every lesson and returned to the HOY/Mr Meredith or Ms Cumner at the end of
every day.

● Common room ban - a student is banned from using the common room and must use the Library
annex to study.  Anyone caught breaking this sanction will face escalated consequences.  CCTV can
be used to enforce this.

● Staff lunchtime detention - subject teachers and heads of department can give these for any
indiscretion in the BFL policy

● Placement in whole school isolation - actioned by Head of Sixth Form  in certain circumstances
● Placement in whole school lunchtime detention - actioned by HOY or Head of Sixth Form
● Placement in after school detention - actioned by HOY or Head of Sixth Form
● Internal compulsory sixth form study periods - actioned by HOY or Head of Sixth Form
● Fixed term exclusion - actioned by Headteacher

Rewards
Caerleon Comprehensive School is an inclusive community that aims to celebrate the success of all its
students in all areas of school life, and to ensure that personal effort, commitment and achievement are
routinely recognised, recorded and celebrated through the school’s clear and fair rewards system.

Reward points are given for the following.  However this is not an exhaustive list, staff are encouraged to use
professional judgement to reward students wherever they feel this is necessary.  The sixth form pastoral team
will award points for attendance, positive participation in the wider school community, consistently displaying
behaviours as a role model, Attitude to learning (from progress checks) and significant progress shown in
ALPS data.  (This is not an exhaustive list.)

Rewards Points

6th form - ATL 1 (From Progress Checks) 3

6th form - ATL 2 (From Progress Checks) 1

6th form - Half Termly 100% 3

6th form - Termly 100% 5
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6th form - Wider school participation 5

6th form - Worked with independence & Initiative 2

6th form - Outstanding effort 1

6th form - Outstanding work 1

6th form -Significant progress 1

6th form -Other (discretion)

6th form - Attending Prefect Duty 2

Reward Success

In Caerleon Comprehensive School we are keen to reward and celebrate success.  We will do this in a number
of ways.

We will seek to reward achievement in a variety of ways:

Students will be rewarded for:

1. 100% attendance: At each reward point in the year students who have 100% attendance will be
rewarded during an assembly.

2. Effort: This will be based on students receiving an average engagement score of 1 on their progress
reports at each termly point in line with the issuing of these reports.
Maintaining high standards such as dress code etc, being involved in lower school assemblies etc.

3. Progress : This will be based on students’ progress report data at each termly point in line with the
issuing of these reports.

Rewards Students will receive:

100% attendance: students will receive a certificate during the first two reward points of the year
(Christmas/Easter). Those that maintain 100% attendance across the year will go into a draw for a voucher
and will receive a Head of Sixth Form Letter acknowledging their hard work.

Effort: students will receive a personalised email home during the three reward points. Those that maintain this
across the year will go into a draw for a voucher and will receive a Head of Sixth Form Letter acknowledging
their hard work.

Positive approach to the wider life of the sixth form: students will receive a certificate during the first two
reward points of the year (Christmas/Easter). Those who consistently go above and beyond within the Sixth
Form all year will go into a draw for a voucher and will receive a Head of Sixth Form Letter acknowledging their
hard work.

Consistently on or above target: students will receive a personalised email home during the three reward
points. Those that maintain this across the year will go into a draw for a voucher and will receive a Head of
Sixth Form Letter acknowledging their hard work.

Mobile Phone Use in Lessons (2020 - Under Review due to Covid-19)
As a school we recognise the value of digital learning and the benefits it can bring to teaching and learning.
However it can also be a significant barrier to effective teaching and learning.  All too often students are
‘distracted’ from the lesson through checking notifications and using the phone for non-academic purposes.
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This can lead to poor progression in lessons and is often a source of confrontation between the student and
the teacher which again leads to poor progress in that lesson.

In line with the whole school policy teachers at their discretion can request that students place their phone on
silent in a special container at the start of the lesson.  The phone will then be returned to the student on exit
from the lesson.  This has already been trialled with some classes in Key Stage 4 and has proven very
successful.  The policy has significantly reduced negative confrontation between the teacher and students and
this has allowed for much more productive lessons. Students have also seen the benefit as they have
admitted that they do not have the temptation to check their phones for notifications, thus allowing them to fully
concentrate on the lesson. Students who refuse to adhere to the request from the teacher to place the
phone in the container and are then caught using their phone will be subject to sanctions outlined in
this document. Currently suspended due to Covid-19 protocols.  Students should keep their phones
in their bags or pockets.

Parents might have concerns over the inability to contact students in an emergency.  However school policy
states that parents should ring reception (01633 420106) who will arrange for a member of staff to collect the
student if this should occur.

Students are permitted to use their phones during breaks, lunch and free periods in the common room.
Mobiles should be silent in quiet study areas.

Finally…….

It is very rare that we need to implement features of this policy, however as with the rest of the school we need
a clear set of guidelines that staff, parents and students are fully aware of. We hope that this policy makes it
clear what our expectations are and how poor behaviour will be sanctioned and how positive behaviour will be
rewarded.  It is our expectation that students who elect to return to sixth form are motivated to do well and
show maturity when complying with these high standards we set.

Formal Parent Communications

As a parent you will receive three formal progress reports in each term.  These give a brief snapshot of the
students progress.  There will also be a formal parents evening for year 12 and year 13. These dates will
appear in the school calendar.

After every progress report the sixth form team reviews the progress of every student and examines
interventions necessary for students who are having difficulties.  We also look at students who are excelling
and provide resources to stretch those students. In certain circumstances it may be necessary to hold a
meeting with a parent and the student to discuss the intervention strategies needed.  If this is the case we will
contact you to make an appointment.

If after a progress check you are worried about your child's progress please send an email outlining your
concerns to post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net

Please note that subject teachers are unable to contact parents on an ongoing basis.  If they have serious
concerns they might contact you or us.  We encourage parents to continually discuss progress with their child.
One way of doing this is for you to browse your child’s Google Classroom account every so often to look at
marks obtained, assessment deadlines etc.  You can request to be added as a parent to a Google Classroom.
Please be warned that this can generate a lot of email notifications that we cannot change.  Send an email to
post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net with this request.
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Informal Parent Communications

Young people can be very good at hiding issues or problems they are facing.  These could be pastoral or
academic problems.  Encouraging students to speak to their teachers as well as parents is really important to
discover problems early and put in place help for those students.  We encourage all our parents to contact us
at Post16@caerleoncomprehensive.net if at any point they are concerned about their child for any reason.
Conversely we will contact you at any point where we have discovered issues with a student that parents need
to be aware of.  We will always do this by email so it is vital that you have a functioning mailbox that is checked
on a regular basis.

Senior Team

Senior team elections and interviews take place in the summer term of year 12.  Students interested are
placed on a ballot.   These are then distributed to sixth form students and teaching staff who vote for their
preference.  The top eight are then put forward to an interview where a head boy and head girl are selected.
The unsuccessful candidates become deputies and are placed on the senior team committee.

FAQ

We have compiled an extensive list of questions in a separate document.  This is available to download on the
parents section of our website.  Please consult this before contacting the school directly.
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